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Objectives

 Identify at least three data validation errors related to the UDS report

 Prioritize at least two measures to quantify health center value

 Create a staff data engagement plan.



Ways to Be

 Sharing

 Doing

 Reflecting





Benefits of UDS Validation
Service gaps & expansion opportunities

Costs over time/services

Utilization by disease

Efficiency of tests/services

Disparity reduction

Grant opportunities



Prioritizing Measures



Prioritizing Measures Section Overview



Some Considerations
You can’t manage (improve) what you can’t measure 

◦ P.S, if  your data are dirty, you are not really measuring it!

All roads lead to Rome

Too much to do, too little time



Prioritizing Criteria

What are the current ways you have to rank quality 
improvement or other priorities at your center?



Questions to Run On
What are the opportunities you see from the clinical 
measures presented?

What opportunities do you see to use our criteria for 
prioritizing activities at your health center? 



MS Diabetes Data



MS Hypertension data



MS Adult Weight Screening Data



MS Child Weight Screening Data



MS Asthma Data



MS CAD Data



MS Colorectal Cancer Screening Data



MS Depression Data



MS Cervical Cancer Screening Data



MS Child Immunization Data



Aligning Quality Measures

UDS

HbA1c Control ≤ 9 for 
Patients 18-75 with 

Diabetes

% of patients 21 and 
older at high risk of CV 
events prescribed or 
using statin therapy

WellCare

HbA1c Control ≤ 9 for 
Members with 

Diabetes

Statin Therapy for 
Patients with CVD

HEDIS (Magnolia 
Health)

Comprehensive 
diabetic care members 

18-75: A1c testing

Patients 40-75 with 
diabetes on statin 80% 

of Tx period

$40

$20

If adeq improvement $??

$??



Patient’s Values

Source:  https://www.orlandomedicalnews.com/patient-centered-care-re-defining-how-healthcare-interacts-cms-2079

Health 
care

Agencies

Church

MediaWork

School

Friends

StoreHobbies

Family

https://www.orlandomedicalnews.com/patient-centered-care-re-defining-how-healthcare-interacts-cms-2079


Given what we just discussed, what are important criteria to 
rank quality improvement or other priorities at your center?

Opportunity 
to impact

Cost

Ability to 
impact

Compliance

Community 
values

Staff impact

Incentives



Using Data to Drive Improvement

Training

Selection criteria

Why?  WIFM?

Culture

Development

Workflows, workflows, 
workflows!

PDSA

Best practices/ bright 
spots 

Measurement & 
monitoring

EHR

Population Health 
Management

Interoperability

Collaboration

Patient Devices



Measures to Rank
1. Childhood immunization

2. Cervical cancer screening

3. Depression screening

4. Diabetes A1c control

5. Hypertension control 

6.  Colorectal cancer screening

7. Adult BMI assessment

8. Child BMI assessment

9.  Asthma medication

10. Statin therapy



Time to Rank!
Same JEOPARDY! Group

15 minutes

1.  Look at the list of measures, and rank them 1 to 10 based on criteria we curated

2.  Pick your top three, and be ready to describe why they matter

3.  Now take your top three measures, and describe steps you might take to improve those 
measures

4.  You will have 60 seconds to make your case to room why your measures should be selected, 
and 60 seconds to briefly list steps you might take to improve those measures





Reflection
How would you use something similar in the future at your health 
center?

What action based on prioritizing measure and improving those 
measures will you be taking?

Other thoughts here?



Staff Data Engagement



Definition
Forbes:  Employee engagement is the emotional 
commitment the employee has to the organization and its 
goals.



What does effective employee engagement look 
like to you?



Employee Engagement Archetypes

Source:  Harvard Business Review, 2015 Source:  Gallup 



Ways to improve engagement
Survey

Set the tone, not the details

Accountability 

Make meaningful

Relationships



Increasing Employee Engagement:  One 
Simple Method

Source:  https://hbr.org/2018/04/research-shows-a-simple-way-to-increase-your-engagement-at-work

“Set aside a few 
minutes to plan your 
upcoming day”

https://hbr.org/2018/04/research-shows-a-simple-way-to-increase-your-engagement-at-work


Data Engagement



Perceptions of data

The data are wrong

They take too long

Exclusions

Confusing definitions

Clicking the “wrong” box

Exchange of data between systems

Too much data!





Applying principles to data use 
engagement

Survey

Set the tone, not the details

Accountability 

Make meaningful

Relationships

Survey

Choosing projects, input on data

Check ins, training

Data visualizations, storytelling

Relationships



Examples of engaged employees using 
data



Staff Engagement Plan
Same Teams:  10 minutes

What works with employee engagement?  How can you combine your organizational expertise with 
the information presented here to increase employees love (or, at least, use of) data?

Create a plan and include the following:

1. Specific action steps

2. Due dates

3. Owners

4. Measures of success (how will you know that your actions are creating the change you desire)



Reflection
How successful do you feel about these plans?  

What action based on prioritizing measure and 
improving those measures will you be taking?

What support do you need?  



THANK YOU!


